
Nowadays we are producing more and more rubbish. Why do you 
think this is happening? What can governments do to help reduce 
the amount of rubbish produced?

In this day and age, all developing and developed countries have common environmental concerns. One of the major 
disasters of urban sprawl is garbage. The amount of it increases every day and if governments and individuals have no 
anxiety about it, in future our planet becomes more and more dirty. In this article, I will discuss the grass- rooted of this 
problem and describe government responsibilities.

The first and foremost, the amount of population of the world is increasing rapidly. This overpopulation is the main cause 
of producing huge trash, so for burying this tremendous rubbish we need more and more area to use them as landfills. 
Unfortunately, this method can easily destroy composition of soil, contaminate water and worse environmental effect on 
humans and animals.

The second one is relating to our life style. Nowadays our life tendency especially for people how live in cities tends to 
consuming culture. In the past, individuals tried to use fresh foods and vegetables and they eaten adequate serve as daily 
meals, in consequence there is no need to use special method to keep their foods fresh like packing or can. But in 
modern life, we need to use some method to keep our nourishment fresh. We provide our entire requirements from 
supermarkets or shopping mall as easy as pie in plastic package. It is obviously that plastic is not biodegradable. In 
conclusion, the great number of plastic materials penetrates to nature without any recycling process.

From my point of view, governments play vital role in this circumstance. By forcing supermarkets or big malls to use 
recyclable bag like paper one. I think the great portion of rubbish can easy reproduce for other purposes. By the way, by 
hefty fines to main plastic factories, they will try to find better materials than plastic for packing.

To sum up, all mankind is responsible for our planet, the earth needs our attention to keep itself alive. Huge number of 
garbage will destroy nature and there is no remedy to safe environment without proper attention to this concern.   

   


